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Half Time
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How might changes in the political gridiron influence 
employer-sponsored benefits?

How might changes to the Affordable Care Act 
influence employer-sponsored health benefits?

Half-time Show: Salute to the States

How might policy changes influence employer-
sponsored retirement benefits?

How might comprehensive tax reform or deficit 
reduction influence employer-sponsored benefits?

Game Plan
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1st Quarter

How might changes in the political 
gridiron influence employer-

sponsored benefits?
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The Presidential Candidates
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THE REPUBLICAN TEAM
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PERSONAL FOUL
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Trump Retirement 
Policy Agenda

• No direct mention of 
retirement policy 
proposals

• Limit itemized deductions 
(except mortgage interest 
and charitable donations) 
for taxpayers in high 
brackets
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Trump Health Policy
Agenda

• Repeal Affordable Care Act
• Sell insurance across state 

lines
• Expand use of Health Savings 

Accounts
• Block grant Medicaid to the 

states
• Greater price transparency
• Tax deductibility for individual 

purchase
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THE DEMOCRATIC TEAM
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ILLEGAL TOUCHING
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WIDE LEFT
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Clinton Retirement
Policy Agenda

• No direct mention of 
retirement policy proposals

• Raise/eliminate cap on 
Social Security payroll tax
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Clinton Health Policy
Agenda

• Support Affordable Care Act
• Repeal of 40% Cadillac Tax
• Tax credit of up to $5,000 to reduce 

maximum percent of income 
exposure for premium and out-of-
pocket costs in the exchanges

• Lower out-of-pocket costs for 
participants in employer sponsored 
plans

• Fix “family glitch” to enable access 
when employer family coverage is 
too expensive
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Hillary Clinton (continued)

• Devote $500 million/year on enrollment 
efforts (e.g. advertising, navigators)

• Access to insurance exchanges regardless of 
immigration status

• Pursue “public option” at federal level and, 
immediately, use ACA flexibility to allow a 
state-level public option

• Demand lower drug costs
• Reward value and quality
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Congress
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UNSPORTSMANLIKE 
CONDUCT
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Political Gridiron
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Political Gridiron
Distinction between “majority” and “control”
• House of Representatives: Largest GOP majority in 90+ 

years does not mean leadership is in control
• Senate: Need 60 votes to advance majority party’s agenda

Prospects for 2016 election and the next Congress
• House of Representatives

– Few competitive seats
– GOP likely to maintain majority, but . . . 

• Senate
– Democrats positioned to do well in upcoming election
– Republicans must defend 24 seats; Democrats must only defend 

10 seats
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Modifications to ACA or full “repeal and 
replace”
Setting the stage for comprehensive tax 
reform affecting employee benefit plans
Devolving more authority to states

• Democrats: inability to move agenda through 
Republican-led Congress

• Republicans: allow states to be “laboratories 
of innovation”

Political Gridiron
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2nd Quarter

How might changes to the 
Affordable Care Act influence 
employer-sponsored health 

benefits?
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ACA Repeal
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ILLEGAL PROCEDURE
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Budget process may be the avenue for ACA 
repeal if the Republicans keep their majority in 
Congress and win the White House

House of Representatives GOP Health Task 
Force report sets forth vision of health system 
following ACA repeal

Repeal and Replace the ACA
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Possible Elements of 
Repeal and Replace Proposal

No individual nor employer mandate
Insurance market reforms
• Generally, grant states more authority
• Coverage for adult children up to age 26
• Prohibit denial of coverage or higher 

premiums for pre-existing conditions if 
continually enrolled

• Allow insurers to charge 5:1 ratio based on 
age
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Expand use of Health Savings Accounts
Incentives for states to set-up expert panels or “health 
courts” to resolve malpractice suits
Limit tax excludability for employer-sponsored coverage 
• Geographic adjustment
• Omit employee HSA contributions

Premium tax credits for people without coverage
How might this influence employee desire for employer-
sponsored coverage?

Possible Elements of 
Repeal and Replace Proposal
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Cadillac Tax
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DELAY OF GAME
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Repeal
•
• Broad bipartisan support for repeal legislation
“Reform”
• Geographic adjustment
• More realistic indexing of thresholds
• Change what gets counted in determining cost      

(e.g. on-site clinics, wellness programs, FSAs, HSAs)
• Establish actuarial value safe harbor
• Avoid employer mandate penalty vs. Cadillac penalty 

trap

Cadillac Tax
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Revenue Assumptions
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ILLEGAL SHIFT
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¼ of revenue from 40% tax itself
¾ of revenue from greater income tax collection as 
employers shift health costs to taxable wages
Debunking the assumptions:  Since 2010, employees’ 
share of deductibles has increased 67%, while wages 
have risen only 10% (Kaiser Family Foundation/Health 
Research and Educational Trust)
If assumption is correct: Massive tax hike
If assumption is wrong: Revenue won’t materialize

Cadillac Tax
Revenue Assumptions
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Defined Contribution
Model and COBRA
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Possible Changes to ACA
Defined Contribution Model

Allow employers to give workers pre-tax 
dollars to purchase coverage on the 
individual market

• HRA-type account
• Win-win-win for employers, workers and the 

federal government
• Small Business Health Care Relief Act passed 

House in June
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COBRA

If insurance exchanges are successful, fewer 
individuals will elect COBRA

Pressure to make changes

 Repeal

 Limit duration of eligibility
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Shoring-up Viability of State Exchanges

Expand age rating

Higher penalties for failure to get coverage

Higher premiums for late enrollees

Up-front verification for special enrollment

Changes to risk adjustment program

Bronze or “catastrophic only” plans

Combine individual and employer market
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Half-time Show
“Salute to the States!”
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INTERFERENCE
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State Initiatives

State Innovation Waivers

State-sponsored retirement plans for 
private-sector workers

State and municipal paid leave laws
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3rd Quarter

How might policy changes 
influence employer-sponsored 

retirement benefits?
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Confusing Playbook

Health Policy

Good news: A national debate

Bad news: Very partisan

Retirement Policy

Good news: Generally bi-partisan

Bad news: No national retirement income 
policy
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SAFETY
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Congressional Game Plan

Coverage
• Expansion of private sector savings programs –

Multiple Employer Plans
• Coverage of part-time employees
• Automatic enrollment and escalation

Adequacy and Longevity
• Required illustrations of how account balances 

translate to monthly income
• Portability of annuity product no longer offered in 

plan
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Congressional Game Plan

Leakage
• Missing participants

– Creation of Lost and Found Registry
– Expansion of use of MyRA for un-cashed amounts less than 

$1,000
– Automatic rollover of amounts less than $6,000

• Plan Loans
– More time to repay loans before treatment as a distribution
– Elimination of suspension after hardship withdrawal
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Congressional Game Plan

Defined benefit plans
• Multi-employer plan funding
• PBGC premiums
• Moving PBGC “off budget”
• Frozen plans and non-discrimination
• Pension risk transfer scrutiny

Kicking the extra points
• Plan consolidation
• Facilitate electronic disclosure
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4th Quarter

How might comprehensive tax 
reform or deficit reduction 

influence employer-sponsored 
benefits?
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Sources: U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Analytical Perspectives, Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 2017; Forbes estimates; 
ESPN/Associated Press; Plunkett Research

Tax Expenditures, 2016-2025
Projected Dollars in Billions
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Taxation of Retirement Benefits

Suspend plan limit indexation for 10 years
Cap contributions directly (e.g. limit annual 401(k) 
contributions to lesser of 20% of compensation or 
$20,000)
Limit pre-tax 401(k) contributions to half of the 
statutory limit, with other half as a Roth 
contribution
Distributions from IRAs and qualified plans to non-
spouse beneficiaries generally would need to 
occur within five years
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Taxation of Health Benefits

Reduce 40% Cadillac tax to 12% and limit income tax 
excludability for employees
 (Bipartisan Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and 

Reform)
Limit excludability for high income earners 
 (Hillary Clinton in 2008 presidential race . . . 2016?)
Limit excludability to $12,000/single and 
$30,000/family (indexed) and provide tax credits for 
coverage bought in the individual market
 (One GOP “Repeal and Replace” proposal)
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Time Remaining
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IT’S GOOD!
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Post-Game Press Conference

Questions?
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